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Fresh Contemporary Romance from 
Award-Winner Becky Wade

Falling for You
A Bradford Sisters Romance

by Becky Wade

Minneapolis, MN—In May, award-winning and bestselling contemporary romance 
author Becky Wade releases her new novel, Falling for You. This is the second Bradford 
Sisters Romance, following the #1 CBA: Romance list bestseller True to You. 

Becky Wade began her career writing romance for the general market. She took a break 
from writing after becoming a mom, but then, in Wade’s own words, “God began to 
nudge me to write again. Still romances, but romances written for Him and for the 
Christian market. I started fleshing out a story idea. Then eventually, I carved out the 
time to sit down in front of my computer. Slowly but surely, I wrote My Stubborn Heart.” 
Since her Christian fiction debut, Wade has won nearly every prominent inspirational 
award for her writing and regularly hits bestseller lists. She writes unique stories for 
the inspirational market—real-life contemporary romances featuring successful young 
women, witty banter, and inspiring faith stories. She achieves the emotional depth of 
writers like Irene Hannon and Debbie Macomber in a fresh way. 

Her new novel, Falling for You, is a second-chance romance with a mystery element 
involving a missing persons case. Readers looking for clean contemporary romance can’t 
ask for a better recommendation than Becky Wade.

Willow Bradford is content taking a break from modeling to run her family’s inn until she 
comes face-to-face with NFL quarterback Corbin Stewart, the man who broke her heart—
and wants to win her back. When a decades-old family mystery brings them together, 
they’re forced to decide whether they can risk falling for one another all over again.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Becky Wade is a native of California who attended Baylor University, met and 
married a Texan, and now lives in Dallas. A favorite among readers of Christian 
contemporary romance, Becky has won a Christy Award, a Carol Award, an  
Inspirational Reader’s Choice Award, and an INSPY Award. Learn more at  
beckywade.com.
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“Wade is an exceptional 
storyteller. She writes 

with wisdom,  
creativity and the skill 

of a seasoned writer. The 
Bradford sisters have a 
close and likable bond, 
and the author drives 
the reader deep into 

their hearts, hopes and 
dreams. She captivates 
the reader’s attention 

and holds their interest 
from the first chapter to 

the end.”
—RT Book Reviews on 

True to You


